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Administration Releases Plans
For Proposed Science Building

Cardinal to Be
Baccalaureate
Speaker Here

Construction to Start This Summer
On Six-Story Academic Addition
distribution of heat and other
utilities throughout the building will also be on the ground
floor.
Offices on this floor will be
occupied by the Dean of Engineering, and other members of
the engineering staff.

By Milt Furness

No. 14

S.IJ. to Award
A detailed description of the
1J..11. to Cusliing
proposed new Science Building
was released this week by the
By Judy King
Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux, S. J.,
His Eminence RichardCardinUniversity President. The Board
al Cushing, Archbishop of Bosof Regents approved plans last
ton, will deliver the Baccalauremonth to begin construction late
ate sermon to S.U. seniors in St.
this summer.
James Cathedral at 10:30 a.m.,
May 27, The Very Rev. A. A.
Generally, the building will be
Lemieux, S.J., President of Sesimilar in appearanceto the Pigattle University, told The Specott Building, exclusive of the
tator last night.
latter's auditorium entrance and
foyer. Of reinforced concrete
Cardinal Cushing, head of his
construction, the building will
titular church in Rome, Santa
Susanna, the "American
be simple in design, yet prac_
JrTlOtO by PABIAN BACHRACH
TT
, Church," will be honored the
tical and functional.
His
Eminence Richard Cardinal Cushing, Archbishop of preceding
night at a banquet in
Each exterior long side will
Boston, is shown in his Cardinal's robes.
the Grand Ballroom of the
be exposedconcrete paintedwith
Olympic Hotel, given by the
the short ends faced with dark
S.U. Guild. He will be presented
red brick.
with an honorary degree,Doctor
All interior partition walls
Laws, "Honoris Causa."
of
tile,
clay
plastered
and
will be of
Fr.
Lemieux said the Univerpainted. The ceilings will be
sity
was
paying tribute to Carfire-proof
covered with
acoustic
Photo by kaminske 600 Jobs Open If Voters Approve;
dinal Cushing both because of
materialand floors covered with
John W. Maloney
his outstanding assistance to
asphalt tile.
Cut to 25 If
Fails
Architect for Science Building
higher Catholic education and
Architect will be John W. MaBy FRAN FARRELL
Added
the
gradu- because of his admirable record
to
60
S.U.
loney, A.1.A., of Seattle.
Other Floors Allotted
Fewer positions will be open ates will be from 350 to 400 as a Church leader devoted to
The building will run north The first floor will be used to June graduates of S.U.s Universityof Washington grads, public service.
and south on 11th Avenue, be- exclusively by electrical engi- School of Education if the tax eligible to start teaching in SepThe "plain-speaking"63-yeartween E. Marion and E. Colum- neering with three labs, five re- levy for the Seattle Public tember, 1960.
old son of an immigrant Irish
bia Streets.
School District fails to pass at
blacksmith was born in Boston
search rooms, two lecture Tuesday's
election as it failed in When the levy failed to pass in 1895 and has spent most of
Departments to Shift
rooms, three storage or stock May due to an
insufficient turn- there were 130 fewer positions his life there. He was ordained
When the building is com- rooms and six offices.
open in September. Dr. Win- in 1921 and became Archbishop
out of voters.
pleted, rearrangement of the loPhysics will take up the sec- If it does pass, the schools field Fountain of S.U.s educa- in 1944, at that time the youngcation of several departments
tion department said this de- est Catholic priest
would hire
to achieve
will take place. Biology and ond floor with four large labs, some 600 new
crease was naturally felt most the
rank.
hall,
a
lecture
small
refour
home economics will be housed
among graduates planning to
teachers to fill
Elevated in 1958
in the present Science Bldg. search rooms, six offices, stock p os itions neteach inkindergarten and forced
Cardinal Cushing was one of
engineerMechanical and civil
to find positions in the elemen- the
rooms and a conference or semi- cessitated by
two American Archbishops
ing will remain in the Engineer- nar room.
tary grades.
expanding
the
elevatedin November, 1958. The
ing Bldg.
The third floor will be taken enrol lments
The levy of 7-8/10 mills would theme for his sermon when he
The new building will house by the chemical engineeringand of Seattle
of his titular
mean that if one owned a $10,- took possession
—
the chemistry and chemical enschools ;and, if
of Ameri000 home which is assessed at church "the praise
—
departments,
mathematics
with
it does not
gineering, mathematics, physics
typifies the
$2,000 it would can democracy"
a
usual
value
of
and electrical engineering de- two large labs, two small re- pass, the
mean a $15.60 increase in next man who is one of America's
partments.
search rooms, offices, a seminar teacher quota
outstanding foes of communism.
year's taxes.
The ground floor will house room and five lecture rooms.
will reportedly
The "exuberant" prelate's reThe increase will not mean action to his appointment exema storage area for chemistry, The fourth and fifth floors be cut to the
Farrell
two labs and a shop for physics, will be devoted to chemistry employment of
any increase in teachers' sal- plifies the personal relationship
a large demonstration lecture with eight large labs, two large approximately 25 new teachers. aries.
he maintains with his people
hall seating 150 and an electric- lecture halls, four stock 'rooms,
and his own creed of conduct.
al engineeringmachinelab.
"I personally don't have the
conference and seminar rooms,
temperament or the psychologA mechanical room housing eight research rooms and nine
ical background for honors of
pumps and air compressors for small offices.
this kind. I'm happy because
the people are happy. As for
becoming Cardinal, this exalted honor is deserved by the
By Jim Harnish
wonderful people of this area. I
don't mean just Catholics, I
The Marketing Club, with
mean all: Christian, non-ChrisBy Pat Monahan
Presidential candidates must their imitation of an old-time
tian
and Jew. They prayed me
was
awarded
saloon,
Alaskan
Dates of filing for ASSU and have completed a minimum of
into
trophy
it."
place
in the HomeAWS offices for the academic 97 credithours at time of filing. first
Honors Received
coming display contest, Monday
year 1960-61 have been changed
Other offices require a minimal night, at the Variety Show.
Cardinal Cushing has been
to open at noon, Feb. 18, and
decorated as an officer in the
The judges' point totals reclose at 1 p.m., Feb. 25, accord- 49 hours. All candidates must
Legion of Honor and received
sulted in a tie for second place
ing to Richard Quinn, elections- have a 2.0 g.p.a.
the Grand Cross Order of Merit
between Xavier Hall and Alpha
boardco-ordinator. The original
Seminars Planned
from the Federal Republic of
time was extended to include The present ASSU officers Phi Omega.
in 1957. He has alGermany
Winning
Display
days.
two additional school
(Continued on page 3)
will hold seminars for interested
winning display carried
The
To Elect 10
candidates to acquaint them
Students will vote in the
out the Homecoming theme with
with the responsibilities of, and replica
Index
March 10 finals for six ASSU
a
of an Alaskan saloon
Pag«
officers, including the president, functions of, their offices.
in the days of the gold rush. SaCartoon
4
first and second vice presidents, Prospective ASSU presidential loons in those days also served
Classifieds
3
Editorials
candidates
will
meet
in
the
Con4
trading
post.
publias the town
Marsecretary, treasurer and
Esquivel
6
Fashions
5
city director. In addition, AWS ference Room, second floor of keting majors cleverly incorporHarnish
8
members will vote for a presi- the Chieftain, Feb. 19, at 2 p.m. ated this idea into their display
Letters
4
5
dent, vice president, secretary, under the direction of the in- with a list of comparative prices George Kirchoff holds the first Mills
.'. ........6. 7
and articles which were most place trophy that he and Janie Sporls
and treasurer. Two candidates cumbent Sam Brown.
Switchboard
.3
for each office will be chosen in Other meetings will be sched- commonly traded on the barter Drong accepted for Marketing Sylvester
4
Trib History
3
primaries
Club.
system.
March 3.
uled Feb. 18-25.
the

j

.

.

Pending School Tax Levy Vote
Will Affect Education Majors
Majors

Quota

'

Candidates For AWS, ASSU Offices
May Obtain Blanks, File Feb.18-25

Measure

Marketing Club Takes First
Place in SU Display Contest
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Four Named to ROTC Court;
Leaders' Confab Annual Ball in Olympic Hotel
May
S.U. High School

To Begin

18

Schroedl; intermission, Capt.
Dave Lynn.
Guests will include General
Cams, the Very Rev. A. A.
Lemieux, S.J., S. U. president,
and approximately 100 faculty
members, civilianand army dignitaries.

By Ann O'Sullivan

U. coeds have been
the
the
by senior
to
be
chosen
queen
Plans are now in progress for
The girls are Carol
two major programs scheduled cadets. senior;
Jeanette Fedora,
Casey,
for spring quarter.
junior; JoAnne Carlson, sophoLeadership
High
The
School
more; Carolyn Noel, freshman.
Conference will be March 18, 19
The queen and her court will be Kimbark Named to Panel
break,
acduring
spring
and 20
at the Feb. 24 basEdward W. Kimbark, dean of
cording to co-chairmen Trish introduced
PortlandUni- the school of engineering, has
ketball
with
game
O'Leary and Leo Penne.
been named by the American
Working with Trish and Leo versity.
Instituteof ElectricalEngineers
charge
of
Hotel's
Grand
Wilcox,
Olympic
in
The
are Barry
entertainment, and Frank Ring, Ballroomhas been chosen as the as a member of the 'ad hoc' inas business manager. Other scene of the ball, Feb. 26, from spection committee panel of Encommittees include housing, 9 p.m. to 1a.m. The dance, for gineers' Council for Professional
ROTC cadets and their dates Development,New York.
seminars, and food.
only, will feature the music of
Tentative Program
Visiting Committee
The tentative program in- Wyatt Howard of the Town and
STUDENTS interested in
cludes Friday and Saturday Country Club.
forming a committee for the
night banquets, eight seminars
Maj. General Edwin H. J.
discussing four topics, socials, Cams, commanding general, X purpose of visiting Western
patients
and a closing Communion break- Corps, will crown the 1960 ROTC State Mental Hospital
Tuesday,1p.m.,
regularly:
Meet
Mass.
Sunday
following
fast
queen.
Student Lounge. For those unThere is also a possibility of
Dance Chairmen
able to attend at this time, an
arranging city tours for out-ofthe
additional meeting will be held
Dance
chairmen
include
town delegates.
following cadet officers : general Tuesday night at 7 p.m. in the
Parents' Weekend
Co-chairmen Ginger Ruby and co-chairmen Lt. Col. Dave Moore Student Lounge.
Gene Hogan announce Parents' and Lt. Col. Don Mannion; busiFreshmen
Weekend will also be held during ness manager, Capt. John MerFRESHMAN CLASS MEETSpring Quarter. Registration lino; queen and court, Capt. Rick
8,
will entitle parents to attend Starr; publicity, Maj. Jim Mil- ING: Feb. 1 p.m.; Pigott AuDiscussion
of freshdecorations,
Capt.
ditorium;
Chuck
let;
classes,
spring
the
student
awards assembly, the ROTC re- Schmitz; invitations and an- man class dance, High School
view, a deans' reception and nouncements, Maj. Jerry Leadership Conference.
closing banquet with speakers.
Committee co-chairmen are:
Kathy Brindle and Tom Reams,
registration; Jan Gwinn and
Gary Brumbaugh, correspondence; Agnes Kelly and George
Navone, accommodations; Ken
Paradis and Lois Dideon, tours;
Ann Donovan and Jerry Hubbard, dorm open house.
Four S.
Parents' Weekend Also nominated to the court of
Scheduled During Spring annual ROTC ball, with
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"OPERATOR"— CIara Harvey puts up a connection on
the main switchboard in the Pigott.Bldg.

Switchboard Operators Have Troubles
By Frank Ring

"Is this the maternity ward?"
Two switchboard operators in
the dorms have their troubles—
some funny, some not so funny
with calls.
Marycrest is constantly beseiged with calls for Swedish
Hospital, whose number is MU
2-7500, while Marycrest's is MU
2-5700.
Women call in and tell the
operator, thinking she is the
nurse, to tell their doctor they
won't be in for their appoint-

—

ment.

As receptionist, the operator
has all types of visitors (including new fathers who blithely
take —the elevator to the fourth
floor
— maternity ward at Swedish carrying flowers to their
wives). It's a bit embarrassing

Art Students Plan
For New Building,
'Artistic, Not Arty'
Fr. Vachon Accumulates
$7,325 in Eke Box Collections
"Artistic, without being arty,"
said S.U. art instructor, Fr. Haydon Vachon, S.J., in speaking of

the future Memorial Art Building. In the art department, headed by Fr. Vachon, students are
developing ideas for the $100,000 two-story structure.

confusing Marycrest with the
nearby hospital.

At 9 p.m., the busiest hour
on the board, people have called
to ask instructions on how to
roll their own cigarettes. Boys
often call for a girl, take a seat
in the lounge, and the operator
must engage in a game of "pick
and choose" to find them and
inform them the girl isn't in.
The Xavier operator has her
share of strange calls too. A
person may call in to find out
if there is a dance on campus
that week-end. If her reply is
"yes," the caller may ask the
price, type of dress, time, place,
and even if there will be a
crowd.
It takes all kinds to make a
worldand the switchboard operator knows them all.

Pledges Become Members
As A Phi Holds Initiation

A Phi O initiated 19 new
members at their annual banquet Jan. 27.
President of the pledge class
was Jerry Flynn; vice-president,

jmiyp

& vm'

Sylvester, Junior
Nurse, Awarded
$100 Scholarship Look Your Best giveBe Well Pressed

—

Marilyn Sylvester, junior

secretary-treas- nursing student from Seattle,
Jerry
was awarded a $100 scholarship
urer, Leo Penne.
the Sister Callista MemorBar>r,
are
Ed
from
The new actives
Bob Brennen, Gary Brumbaugh, ial Scholarship Fund last night
Bill Erickson, Mike Fischer, Ned at the nurses' homecoming banFlohr, Mike Lightfoot, Jim quet in the Washington Athletic
Dougherty,Don Luby, Gene Raf- Club, according to Edna Carfenelli, Frank Ring, Stan Strick- mody, scholarship chairman.
Last night's banquet closes
erz, Mark Van De Grift, Gary
Wilson, Neil Supplee and Jeff ■the celebration of Providence's
50th anniversary of the first
Peterson.

5 Point Cleaners

Riggs ;

the

COLLEGE
TEST
—

Easy to Find Just Across the Street!
FACULTY and STUDENT DISCOUNTS
EA 4-4112
1000 E. Madison

Jim Millet was pledge master graduation of a class of lay
nurses.
for the fall period.

Fund Drive
Math Club
Young Demo's
The drive for funds began in
March, 1956. The first coin in
YOUNG DEMOCRATS: Mon- MATH CLUB: Wednesday, 1
the "Kitty" that now totals day, 7:30 p.m.;Chieftain lounge. p.m.; Pigott 351.
$7,325, was a penny found by
Fr. Vachon on a campus sidewalk. At the $60,000 mark a
RELAXED HYSTERIA NIGHTLY
grant will be given. Meanwhile,
Father, by selling his paintings
and spending two hours daily
collecting student contributions,
works towardthat goal.
Aiding him are the S.U. Art
League, a new fund-raising organization that presents Father
with a $1,000 check each May,
and outside donors, one of whom
the building will be named for.

Have you
enough money

SEATTLE'S ORIGINAL

SKID-ROAD JAZZ

the most Informal atmosphere in town
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FIRST HILL OFFICE

Pete's Poop -Deck

77 Main St.

112^ Madison Stri-.M

'" 'to help y°u on to higher

studies?
"""

*

to ilc e y° u over while

deciding which job-offer
promises the best career?

'

s surPPsr>s n8 how a little becomesso much when you save
regularly with Peoples, where
your savings earn full 3% bank
interest compounded semiannually,December 31 and

NATIONAL
HKTSJHHB
-»
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T-v
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A
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WASHINGTON
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Sports Editor
Speaks Tuesday

The Spectator Imitates a N.Y. Newspaper

A Merger Established The Herald Tribune

Sports editor of the Seattle
Times, Gc'org N. Meyers, will

be the next speaker in the

By Jean Merlino

Newspaper Today lecture series.
death in 1872. The paper became In 1877, James Gordon Bennett,

The New York Herald-Tribune
result of the nation's chief spokesman for
a mergerof the New York Her- Republicanism.
ald with the New York Tribune. Ogden M. Reid, Whitelaw's
The Tribune was founded by son, became editor in 1913. DurHorace Greeley, a printer from ing his 34 year regime, the
New Hampshire, in 1841, as a Tribune assembled one of the
penny paper. The influence of country's finest newspaperstaffs
the Tribune was mainly due to and in 1924 bought out the 123
its editorial page, with its pro- year-oldNew York Herald, which
nouncements on social, economic had been Greeley's arch-rival
and political affairs. Among under the editorship of James
these was the Tribne program Gordon Bennett, Sr.
for westward expansion, pubhad
licized through the slogan, "Go TheHwalrt underBennett
pioneered in Sunday supplewest, young man; go west!"
ments, given the first full covWhitelaw Reid, Sr., became erage to murder trials and inowner and editor after Greeley's troduced the first financialpage.
began in 1924, as the

Jr. began the successful daily Meyers' talk will start at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in Room 453, PigParis edition of the Herald.
ott Bldg.
Meyers will discuss sports reAfter the merger of the two
porting.
papers, Reid's Herald Tribune
Last Tuesday, Berne S. Jacobrose rapidly in power and pros- sen, city editor of the" P.1., experity. For many of these years plained how a metropolitandaily
Mrs. Helen Rogers Reid, as ad- fulfills its obligations on local
vertising manager, board chair- coverage. He also outlined pay
for reporters today and qualifiman, and director, was a vital
cations sought by the hiring ediforce on a newspaper kept with- tors.
SPECTATOR Photo
in the Reid family for three
generations.
Cardinal
BrotherGeorge McMonagle,S.J.,
(Continued from page 1)
the only S.U. Jesuit brother,
recently
InSeptember, 1958, the Reids ready
returned from El Paso,
stated that his appointsold the Herald-Tribune to John ment as Cardinal will not inter- Texas, where he completed his
Hay Whitney, U.S. Ambassador fere with his numerous activi- tertianship. This four month
period is the final spiritual
ties.
to the Court of St. James.
given to Jesuit broth"People will have to get used training
ers. The main element is the
a
Cardinalgoes
to the fact that
thirty day retreat. Br. McMonto jails, to all kinds of places agle,
in his fourth year here,
supposed
aren't
prelates
where
takes
care of the chapel in Loyto go
We must keep
in con—
ola Hall and directs much of the
especially
types
tact with all
maintenance work there.
the poor,— the wayward, the
lost."
FOCUS*)
they
AND SEE !F YOU'RE IN
abandoned lest
be
Accompanying the Cardinal Father Gurr to Take Part
will be the Right Rev. Msgr. Ro- In Harvard Academic Meet
bert J. Sennott, chancellor of
The Rev. John E. Gurr, S.J.,
the Archdiocese of Boston, and
academic
vice president of S.U.,
Boston College president, the
was
selected
as one of the 35
Walsh,
S.J.
Very Rev. Michael J.
American educational leaders to
take part in the 1960 Institute
No School Tomorrow
for Academic Deans to be held
The annual President's Day
Feb. 14-19 at Harvard Univerwill be tomorrow, with all classes sity.
suspended. The holiday is held
The program, designed for
traditionally during Homecom- academic heads of four-year
coling Week.
leges and universities, will include such topics as faculty orMovie: 'Silver Chalice'
ganization, curriculum, recruitThe Young Democrats will ment, evaluation and promotion
present "The Silver Chalice," a
of faculty, tenure, salary adtechnicolor movie, at 8 p.m., ministration, budget control,
Pigott
Auditorium.
Sunday, in
student discipline, academic adThe film stars PaulNewman.
vising and academic freedom.
Admission is 35 cents.

-
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Do You Think for Yourself ?
(DIAL IN THESE

QUESTIONS

Philosophy Comprehensive

Official Notices
There has been a revision in the

If you saw a full-rigged sailing ship in themiddle of
the desert, would yousay (A) "Long time no sea!"
(B) "Wish they'd invent talking mirages," or (C)

A[] B[] C [~|

"Anything can happenin Las Vegas!"

V \Br-7

.ifO^'^VX
Ijhl\
"» *
\

Jt-l \ vA
'%&&s£})
\J

smoke Viceroy. They'know only Viceroy
, a tninking
, „,, ,man s filter—
, the most,
,
(A) hes about to make a
design
of them all. And
lonB speech; (B) wise advanced filter
thoughis come in short sen- only Viceroy has a smoking man's taste
tences; (C) "Shut up!"
the full rich taste of choice tobacco.
ad bd
*If you have checked (C) in three out of
You're caught in a pouring four questions,you're pretty sharp
but
rain-and you're offered a jf you pjekedcked (B), you think for yourself!
r
J
\
/>£
i.
lift by a pal whose driving
When aman says,"Brevity

« the *oulof wit," he means

en

v-v'.v

V

'S}>V'VV> \«'^
J JUI mXi.
*srsl*Lj££))

IV

'fill

procedure for filing an application
for graduation. Effective Feb. 15,
1960, seniors applying for a degree
must present to the Registrar a
receipt for the graduation fee before the application for graduation

.

hag

.

...

...

'

s dangerously

erratic.
Would you (A) tell him
H you
enJ°y walking in the
a

£1f|

forms will be released.
Seniors who will graduate in
June 1960 must file applications
for graduation prior to Feb. 15,
1960.
quarter.
Mary Alice Lee
Registrar

—

CLASSIFIED

Joe Sheriff's
Richfield

DANCE to the music of Ronny
Pierce Orchestra. "You name it
we've got it." EM2-7139 or EM
3-6600.

MOTOR TUNE UP
ELECTRICAL
LIGHT REPAIR
LUBRICATION BRAKES

MUSIC for your dance? Call the
Serenader.s. Don Keeney. EA
5-2433.

-

11th & E. Madison

I'T^

tjTi
J I^. /gfr^
If

*fl
X ""^
U
jir *"U

In choosing a filter ciga-

rette, would you pick one
says tne filter
tnat
doesn't count, only the tobacco; (B) is designed to
do thebest filtering job for
the best taste; (C) gives
you anenormous filter but
very lit Ile last c.

ADB Q C D

...

you deWhen you think for yourself
pend on judgment, not chance, in your
choice of cigarettes. That is why menand
women who think for themselves usually

WM
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\fi
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ROUND UP THE GANG and HEAD ON DOWN to
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MERCER Island, secluded onebedroom cottage. Appliances,
some furniture, $60 per month.
AD 2-0634.
ROOM AND BOARD; $20 per
week, $80 per month; meals;
721 Ninth Aye. MU 2-8543.

Across from Chieftain

J&k On ■
£$% "* J^U
■»

The next administrationof the
Scholastic Philosophy Examination will be March 3 at 1 p.m.,
in Pigott Auditorium, according
to the Registrar.
Students are requested to sign
up by Feb. 13, at the Registrar's
Office. In order to take the
exam, students must have completed all philosophy courses, or
be taking their final one this

DICK'S —DRIVE-IN

\\
\\

INSTANT SERVICE

\

\

A

|Pg*~i J^y
I

L-»

'

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows—

© lOfiO.Brown & WilliamsonTobacco Corp.

C*^^
J*^^^_

Cheeseburgers
"
"
Towns Best Fries
Hand Dipped Malts

19e
24c
11c
21c

Cold Drinks (12 oz.)
Sundaes

10c
19c

Hamburgers

MfiytS BnS?fc^lV*

or crueh-proof box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

.

LOADS OF PARKING

fi?\

IfIS§*SP^V--^

open

daily

On Broadway Between Denny and Olive Way
On East 45th at Ist N.E. (University Way)

SEATTLE

spectator

University
'1

Who's Running For Student Office?Education

Thirst for
Knowledge

Thursday, February 4, 1960

sentative of the Catholic view-

Students And
Catholic Press

point. If he doesn't know, he
is wasting his time and money
attending a Catholic univer-

Last Sunday began the observance of Catholic Press
Month in the Archdiocese of
Seattle. The purpose of C.P.M.,
observed annually in February
throughout the nation, is to
foster interest in Catholic literature, magazines and newspapers.
To the Catholic college student, especially if he is attending a Catholic university, this
should mean more than the
fact that there is a National
Pickle Month or a National
"Drink Real Orange Juice Everyday" Month.
Logically speaking, any college student plans to carry the
knowledge he acquires in his
courses with him throughout
his life, to help him in his
work, to make him an intelligent person who knows what's
going en in the world.
Isn't it even more logical,
then, and more profoundly
practical for Catholic students
to wairt to carry the interest
and the knowledge of their religion throughout their lifetime? If they don't, it's a lot
of effort lost in acquiring a
background in their faith
a background without an upto-date interpretation of what
it means today, tomorrow, or
35 years from now.
It takes time to read a Catholic newspaper or magazine; it
takesmoney to buy a subscription; but it doesn't take much
time and it doesn't take much
money. It doesn't take nearly
as much time or money as it
does to attend college, and yet,
that is what Catholic
— Press, or
any otherpress is a continuation cf college courses, a supplement to years of effort and
studying and tests.
The college student who has
attended a Catholic college has
an obligationto carry with him
the ideas he has discussed in
his classes, and to apply them
to current problems. Others
are gting to expect him to
know, becauseof his education,
and be be, in a sense, a repre-

..

.

By DOUG SYLVESTER
The importance of a college
education is recognized by established working people. This is
evidenced in the fact that, of
those attending evening classes
at S.U., 63 percent are over 26

sity.
The Catholic Press is the
only way a layman can possibly get the Catholic interpretation of the news
and
carry his knowledge to its
practical conclusion.

...

Described As
'Mass Hatred'

"One of the most despicable
—
forms of mass hatred" That's
the way the Vatican Radio recently described reoccurring
anti-Semitic outbreaks.
The incidents began Christmas Eve, 1959, in Cologne,
Germany, where Nazi signs
and slogans defaced a synagogue. From there, similar
outbreaks spread.
Headlines in Seattle recently
recorded another phase of the
"hatred" campaign.Our neighboring university was the
scene and some of its students
the victims.
While college students are
anxious to put brain and pen
into gear about dances, rallies,
parades and the like, they fail
to ponder a grievous situation
like this.
We
— mention the outbreak today not because we worry
about such a thing happening
on our campus, but because
"hatred" is an ugly word
because any exemplification of
hatred against another religion
or another raceglaringly points
—
out a lack of tolerance the
thing
on which the Amerone
ican public prides itself.
If a student is to protect
himself against such intolerance, he has to be sure, to
begin with, about his own
thinking. Does he have any
such prejudices?
The snarl of anti-Semitic
outbreaks cannot be thoroughly untangled, for probably no
ONE person is responsible.
But ONE person can cry out
against such injustice and
make sure that his own mind
is free of "hatred."

—

Sylvester

Matter of Fact

By PETE
What are the first, fifth and
fourteenth amendments to the
Constitution? This question is
not heard as much these days
as it was back in the days of
the McCarthy hearings.
In retrospect, let us look at
those famous hearingsof 194550. "McCarthyism" was a new
word in America and those
who watched the televised
hearings saw more than one
person "take the fifth."
The man was of average
height, around 200 pounds,
middle aged and slightly bald.
His answer to the committee
was, "I refuse to answer on the
grounds that my rights are
being violated under the first,
fifth and fourteenth amendments of the United States
Constitution."

Senate Accomplishments
Dear Editor,

The Student Senate, accused
of beingonly a representative
ol Robert's Rules of Order and
a tool cf President Sam Brown,
has passed numerous bills
since the opening of the fall
quarter,1959. Among them, 13
were presentedby Senate members themselves, and eight by
President Brown. Four of
those presented by Brown were
press den tial appointments,
which only he can make, and
which have to be approved by
the Senate.
The constitution of the
ASSU states that the Senate,
"Shall be empowered to control
and regulate all matters pertaining to the student body."
This they have done, as far as
has been required of them.
They reviewed and approved
the annual budget, revised the
ASSU Constitution, formed
various committees, approved
the tax on the ASSU chartered
organizations, approvedand rejected dates on the activities
calendar, approved the charter
of the Pep Club, and the constitution of the Associated
Women Resident Students.
Not long ago, there was a

Gill S.J., between the Senate
members themselves and President Brown. On November 8,
1959, a motion was made to
have Fr. Rebhahn and Fr.
Gill non-votingmembers of the
Senate. This bill was vetoed
by President Brown, because
he considered it against independent student government;
but when it was again presented at another Senate meeting on Dec. 13, and passed,
Brown signed the bill.
PresidentBrown has an honorary position in the Senate.
In a bill presented on Nov. 8,
1959, he was given the right
"that a part of each senate
meeting be set aside for a general report from the ASSU
president and afford him the
opportunity to present any
vital material to the Student
Senate."
In summary, the Student
Senate is an independent
branch of the ASSU government, the legislative branch,
and its twenty members with
chairman LarryDonohue, work
independently of the executive
branch; but parallel to it.
Sue Hackett

. . . ...
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...
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Dear Helpful,
You are doing a fine job of
preserving the male dignity as
is exemplified in your letter
published in the last issue of
The Spectator.
May Ibe so bold as to try
some of my female logic on
your superior male reasoning
by offering the following
points:
1. Only 27% of all male students on campus are majoring
in engineering, physics, and
pre-med, combined. It couldn't
be that the other73 percent are
in the easier subjects, could it ?
2. Compared with the statistics of two girls to every boy
on the honor roll Ican add
that for every eleven boys on
campus there are only nine
girls.
3. It must have taken a male
with superior powers of reasoning to compose such a creative letter.
Iwill go along with you on
one idea. You certainly are
not guaranteeing education by
preserving the intellectual status on campus.
Such a superior male as
yourself should not beashamed
to sign his name or did you
forget?
Carrie Berg

—

Married

The sincerity
of the students enrolled was indicated by the sacrifices endured. A great majority of the
students, 61percent in fact, are
married. This usually triples
problems: marriage, work, and
"being a student." The students
in attendance know what they
want
a first-class education
and they are determined
to get it.
The late afternoon and evening class schedule at S.U. is
excellent. "No university in this
state has as comprehensive evening
degree courses as Seattle
OLWELL
U.," stated Mr. Bob Harmon, director of late afternoon and eveIn my mind Iponderedwhat ning classes.
this man had said. What did
Degrees Offered
it mean? To understand, I
This
division offers degree
took a look at the amendments
themselves to see What they programs in accounting, general
commerce, electrical engineersaid.
ing, mechanical engineering,eduThe first amendment is: cation, and arts
and sciences.
"Congress shall make no law
"respecting an establishment of Also offered are masters' dereligion, or prohibiting the free grees in education, mechanical
exercise thereof; or abridging engineering and electrical engithe freedom of speech, or of neering.
the press
The fifth amendEach of these degrees and
ment is: "No person shall be many cultural programs are beheld to answer for a capital, or ing extended to those who are
otherwise infamous crime, un- working and appreciate
the sigless on a presentment or inhigher
of
nificance
education.
dictment of a grand jury
nor shall any person be subject
for the same offense to be
IBATTLI
twice put in jeopardy of life or
limb, nor shall be compelledin (LliuUnsitp
ifeprrtator
any criminal case to be witness
Official publication for the
against himself, nor be destudents of Seattle University.
prived of life, liberty, or proPublished weekly on Fridays
perty without due process of
during the school year. Editorial and business offices at Stulaw
The fourteenth amenddent Union Building, 11th and
ment is: "No State shall make
Spring St., Seattle 22, Wash.
or enforce any law which shall
Subscription rates, $2.50 per
abridge the privileges or imyear. Entered as third-class
munities of citizens of the
matter.
United States nor shall any
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
State deprive any person of
WALLI ZIMMERMAN
life, liberty or property withHerald-Tribune Imitation
out due process of law
."
Staff: Editor, Judy King; Jerry
Barry Wilcox, Pete Ol"Are you now, or have you Evans,
well.
been, a memberof the CommuRegular Staff: Managing Ednist party?" This was the
itor, Milt Furness; News Editor,
question—the bald man did not
Jim Harnish; Feature Editor,
the question heard
anwser
Lori Mills; Sports Editor, Gene
around the world. It went to Esquivel; Business Manager, Dethe Supreme Court in the
De Hopkins; Advertising Manager, Bob Byrne; Exchange Editor, Karen Bachelder; Editorial
WATKINS CASE in 1957.
Adviser, Gail Delworth; Faculty
"The Bill of Rights is apAdviser, Fr. Francis J. Greene,
plicable to investigations
S.J. Photography: Ed Chow,
Witnesses cannot be compelled
Ron Ibsen, Doug Sylvester, Dan
against themto give evidence
Riley; Artists, Bill Gallagher,
—
selves,"
said the Supreme
Gael Rafferty, Jay Brower, BarCourt.
bara May, Vicki Meyer.
Staff: Judy King, Jan Kelly,
"I refuse to answer on the
Carrie Berg, Pat Ferris, Sharon
grounds
" will be heard Missiaen,
Marion Kelly, Sue
again. What does this mean
Hackett, Jan Gunville, Pat
you
to
and me? To me it
Monahan, Pat Stoker, Mary Kay
means that a person used one
Bopp, Ann O'Sullivan, Jean
of 'his rights under the ConstiMerlino, Bob Lux, Vinna Leahy,
Maureen Driscoll, Jim Moergeli,
tution and nothing more. We
Barmara Berg, Kathy Rutledge,
can all remember the days
C. J. Michaelson, Jean Arsenwhen this meant guilt by
ault, Fran Farrell, Marianne
association. Have things
Enix, Jeanne Reynolds, Janet
changed? Or, as the new era of
Greenfield, Ginger Ruby, Shiela
the sixties rolls in are we willHowe, Jean Marie Pasin, Loring to realize that when a perraine Nelson, Bill Seubert, Dan
son "takes the fifth" he is only
Murphy, Mike Reynolds, Stan
Stricherz, Jerry Hubbard.
using one of "our" rights?

Who Took the Fifth?

Letters to the Editor
ex-offieio, of Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., and Fr. William J.

For those
mature enough
to realize the
value of a college education
and with initiative enough
to follow
through, eveningclasses offer a golden
opportunity.
Majority

..

...

..
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Barry Wilcox on Radio

Out for the Evening

R 'n' R Seldom 'Good' Music

Formal Evening Wear Marks Dance

Turning on any one of today's
radio stations, Iinvariably hear
a nauseating, insistent cacophony of sound called rock and
roll,or more commonly,"Rn'R."
Is this parody music? To millions of teenagers it is, as evidenced by th
50 million re
ords sold b
one recordin
star alon
When a s k c
todesc r ib
their favori
music
wha
can they sa
about it
"Well, man, it
the beat tha
Barry Wilcox
gets me."

The campus goes formal
this evening as the students
prepare for the biggest
dance of the season
Homecoming.
Left: Larry Goodman
wears a dark mohair continental cut tux from Prager's
Men's Wear. The tapered leg
and slim, neat lapel spell
"modern" in men's formal
fashions.
Right: Mary Kay Bopp
models a stunning chiffonover-taffeta, bell-skirted formal which she made herself.
The filmy white skirt and
bodice are accented by delicate pink flowers. The picture is completed with elbow-length gloves and petite
pearl jewelry.

.

. .

...

that has been listened to and
enjoyed by the public for a century or more, as the classics
have been, "good music." Likewise, any music that has appealed to a great majority of
people in every class and age
range, as the semi classics
have been, can be classified as
"good" music.
Rock and roll is all right
when it comes to high school,
but for college "students" to
"dig it," so to speak, is too much.
A college education attempts
to broaden one's knowledge, in
all fields, including music. Some
R n' R is good, Iadmit, but a
steady diet poured out over a
majority of radio stations is unhealthy for the listening public.

-

At present, a few stations are
beginning to turn out good muAncient cavemen had a beat, sic and are dropping the "stricttoo. R n' R is, at the most, the ly rock and roll" jag. In Seattle,
primitive sounds of a music-deaf the following stations provide
good listening music: KING,
society, that has not learned to KIRO, KOMO, KTIX,
or XVI. It
appreciate a variety of good is possible to enjoy all types of
music. What is "good"music? It music. Since we have the opporis safe enough to call anything tunity, we should use it.

Girl's Finances

YourDate Will Look Beautiful
By Lori Mills

The initial investment in

...

...
....
..
...

" ' ""
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And that's pretty much the
$1.50 to $50. $50 can cover a way the Homecoming date adds
lot of area any way you look at up to the girl and especially to
it. $1.50 doesn't go quite as far. her dad.

girl will spend anywhere from

''I

Inside Fashion

\

'

"
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CONVAIR-POMONA

■»:

..

W'<! '>>.;:.«.

Southern California

f%

Convair-Pomona, created the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE. Shoulder Fired

I|l:,

Positions are open for Bachelors,Masters and Doctorate candidates in the field?
of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics.

m
M

offers NEW PROGRAMS with excellent opportunities today for Engineers.

Crashes College Campus

that implies a worry-free attiBy Judy King
tude.
Women's Feature Reporter
"5.0.L." (sadly out of luck)
Syllables may be on their way
is
a down-at-the-mouth expresout if the new "initial" kick in sion usually in use after a test.
college confab continues to
(The instructors at S.U. have
sweep the country of all semtheir
own initial game and the
blance of the English language. one with the most straight lines
The big "I,"
is "E").
—
(initial jag) on
The coward's way out and
who's going to be a hero with
campi today is
mid-quarters coming vp is the
replacing Bersimple, down to earth expresmanism for
sion, "n.c." (no comment). It's
real "expresbeen known to get almost anybody out of anything, except
si v c expresif they haven't got 1.D., then
sion" and if
they never got in.
you don'tknow
the code you
Carin Paxson wore a stunning
might as well
blue and lavender wool sheath
take your
to a dinner date Sunday night
floats in the
Judy King
that did full justice to her modlibrary with
someone conventional likePlato. el's figure. The raveled wrapNumber one on the top thirty around collar added interest to
or more is "n.s." (no sweat). the straight lines.
Some of the more refinedupper- Corlin Cullen will attend the
Classmen perfer to say "n.p." Homecoming Dance tonight in
(negative perspiration),but the her striking "southern belle"
thought is still there. Contrary gown which she wore at her reto the first violent repulsion, the cent "debut" in Spokane. The
terms simply denote noncha- full-length white gown is tiered
lance, helpful encouragement, with yards and yards of white
self-confidence, or anything else gathered chiffon.

i

take the right steps to
launch their engineering career

.. .

the dance, it was found that a that adds up!

Big

*

men on the move

Homecoming attire will sting
How much "moola" does your daddy's budget for the month
date for the Homecoming dance of February. A check will come
need to primp, prime and pre- air mail and will be spent as
.pare herself adequately for you? quickly as it arrives.
Whatever amount of money your Conservatively speaking, this
girl does spend will go for a is the way dad's money is spent.
worthy cause
that of keep- Dress
$25 (on sale) to prices
ing you, dream boat, happy and beyond the realm of reason.
smiling, and maybe just impress Shoes
$10 to $20. Evening
you enough to think about the Coat
$00.00 (your date's
coming ROTC ball.
dateless roomie owns one). Jewdepends on how much
While taking a short cross- elry
section of the girls who were your date can possibly get on
lucky enough to get a date to at one time. Miscellaneous

- -

"

" "

—

\%

MISSILE and developed the Navy's ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES
and many other, still highly classified programs.

ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the competent engineer as rapidly
as his capabilities will permit in currently expanding programs.
PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT- CONVAIR-POMONA'S facility Is of modern design and completely air-conditioned. You will work with men who have pioneered
the missile industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced programs
in existence.
ADVANCED EDUCATION— Tuition refund is provided for graduate work in the field
of your specialty. Company sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer
the finest of educational opportunities.
CALIFORNIA LIVING Suburban Pomona offers lower living costs and moderate
priced property, unexcelled recreational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic MSB
and the ultimate in comfort and gracious living.
|-
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Contact your placement office immediately
to assure yourself of a campus interview with
" d
ccddiiadv 15th,
icu.
Convair-Pomona.
FEBRUARY

A
CONVAIR/POMON
n:..U!«« *»■*

If personal interview is not possible send
resume and grade transcript to B. L. Oixon,
Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept.
cn-439. Pomona, California.

GENERAL DYNAMICS
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Pomona, California
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Braves Barely Beat Chiefs, 83-80
the fray was seven points and
held by the Chiefs. S.U.s fond
dream of beating the Nation's
second ranked team fell before
their feet in the last 41 seconds when Dan Smith and
Mike Owens put in two freethrows apiece to bring the
score from 79-78 to 83-78. Don
Ogorek added an under-thebasket shot in the closing seconds to end the scoring.
The game was a nip and
tuck contest all the way with

The spirit indeed was willing, but S.U. fell short of stopping a well-balanced Bradley
offense and bowed out in the
final seconds 83-80, Tuesday
night In Civic Auditorium.
Second ranked Bradley
chalkeo up its 15th win of
the stf^on against one loss
and thfct to Cincinnati. The
Chiefs' win streak was ended
at four and they now have a
10-7 record.
The greatest lead throughout

GENE ESQUIVEL

the lead changing 13 times in game's high. When he wasn't
the course of the evening.Each maneuveringaroundthe boards
time the Chiefs ran up a slight with tip-ins, follow-up shots,
lead the Braves would come and fade-away jumps, he was
back strong and capitalize on grabbing the majority of the
any slight miscue. The Chief- rebounds. He garnered 19
of
tains shouldbe lauded for their his team's 34 rebounds.
valiant effort. It was a matForwards Dan Smith and Al
ter of which way the breaks Saunders and guard Mike Owwent.
ens pumped in an array of jump
The Chiefs ran up a seven shots which kept the Brave
point lead midway through the attack on the go.
Smith scored
first half, then relinquishedthe 20 points while Owens and
lead by two points, then tied Saunders each tallied 14.
the score five times but came
out on the short end at the

Dave Mills turned in usual
all around good game. He almost matched Walker in points
(22) and rebounds (13). Don
Ogorek, who was pressed in

many instances, still managed
to go to the outside and score
17 points. Don Piasecki played
one of his finest gamesand tallied 15 points. Jim Coleman
and Tommy Shaules aided the
scoring surge in the closing
minutes. They scored nine and
eight points respectively.

intermission, 38-36.

forward Dave Mills is a basketball player of many talents, but is one who has alwaysplayed in the shadows of even

JUNIOR
better

Chet Walker, 6-6 sophomore
who possesses all the natural
attributes of an all-American
poured in 24 points for the
BRADLEY

,

SEATTLE

GFPT
GFPT
players.
Edwards 0 0 10 Mills
9 4 422
Smith
Ogorek
Since Dave's first experience
8 4 320
8 1 417
Walker 9 6 3 24
Coleman 4 14 9
as a basketball player he has
Mason
4 12 9 Piasecki 7 1 3 15
Owens
5 4 1 14
Stautz
3 0 16
played second fiddle to another
Saunders 6 2 3 14
Cousins 110 3
Stepan 0 0 0 0
Wodka 0 2 12
star. The long, hectic process
Kissock
0 0 0 0
Shaules 4 0 3 8
by which an athlete becomes a
Totals
32
19
14 83
Totals 36 8 19 80
poised competitor has not been
Bradley
38 45—83
an easy task for Dave. Ironic—
Seattle
36 44 80
ally, Dave's first coach was a
school custodian, Clarence Handon, who literally 'beat' him
into becoming a good basketball
player.
When he had notions of trying
Sparked by Eddie Miles' 33
out for East High in Columbus,
Ohio, a perennial basketball
points, the Papooses trimmed
power, his coach worked him
Skagit Valley Tuesday night
into a top prospect. In high
100-91
in the varsity prelim in
school, Dave was 'second' man
Civic Auditorium.
under Joe Roberts, who now
plays for Ohio State.
added 20 points
— PaulPlunkett
—
Dave played for Hancock J.C.
all field goals. for the Paps.'
in Santa Maria, California,
Last Monday night, the Pawhere he was second to John
pooses pulled out a 108-104, vicRudometkin, an all American
Dave Mills
tory over Kirks Pharmacy in a
Junior College selection. Here,
wild scoring exhibition in the|
Dave made all-Conference with
S.U. gym.
a 21 jxint per game average.
At Seattle U. he receives second billing to Don Ogorek | The Paps were paced by high
who he? already been picked to a pre-season ail-Americanberth. scoring Eddie Miles who poured A CHIEF AND A BRAVE: Don Piasecki gets one-handed jump
Dave has hadhis moments of glory, however.His game's high in 40 points to fatten his lead shot off as Dan Smith of Bradleyreaches for the ball.Don Ogorek
was 43 points in an AAU tournament in Columbus. He made the in the Northwest scoring race. watches the action.
all-tornr.ament teams in the Santa Ana tourney, the Winter He was amply supported by
Classic In Santa Maria and the West Coast Athletic Conference Harvey Kresky (22), Ernie Duntourney recently in San Francisco.
stan (21), and JimPreston (13).
Dave has been more than a stalwart for the Chieftains this Kirks was led by ex-S.U. star
year. In addition to his 'second' place in team scoring, he has Dick Stricklin who tallied 23 in
come through with valuablerebounds.
a losing effort.
Dave is a history major who has maintained a good scholasPAPOOSES (100)
SKAGIT JC (91)
tic standing. At Hancock, he placed second academically among Preston
|I6|
(29) White
F
(331
Miles
F
|8] Them
the athletes. He is an athlete who is a firm believer that sports Dunston lit)
(21) Anderson
C
is not the only thing that a university offers.
Kresky (11)
(6|
Glasspe
G'
(13) Little
Plunkett (II)
G
The Disappearanceof LittleSchools "
—
SUBStPapooses Tresvant 3, Fitterer, Kava1219 MADISON
<;OM'<;
««ri"IHERE is no such animal as a 'little school,' said Honey ,'nagh
2, Dynes 2, Arnsberg 2, D Amico,
— Dray»wifc<*Wl^l «J Near Campus & Marycrest
ton,
Amundson, Smith, Notice. Skagit Albrecht
A Russell, coach at Seton Hall, in a recent wire story. Russell 4, Hobson
4, Guitierrez 2, Bowen 2, Hammons
For Your Convenience, We Gift Wrap and Mail Gifts
was referring to the question that there is no such separationany 2,Halftime:
Grandstrom 2.
Papooses 48, Skagit 45.
more as a 'Major' college and a minor college basketball team.
Examples were given this year of 'little' Hofstra beating Army,
Manhattan and Rutgers. Then 'little' S.U. almost beat 'big' Bradley last Tuesday night. The Chiefs do not have to prove their
worth as a basketball power. Five invitations to national tournaments in the last eight years is proof enough.
Hats off to Eddie Miles
When Frosh scoring sensation Eddie Miles was pouring in
better Than 20 points per game in earlier games this season, we
wondered when he would have an 'off night. S.U. fans have yet
to see an 'off night, at least scoring wise. Eddie has continued
his high scoring ways and climaxed them by hitting for 40 points
against Kirks Pharmacy Monday night. The prep-all-American
fromLittle Rock, Ark., is currently leading the Northwest League
in scoring withnearly a 30 point per gameaverage.

Paps Beat Kirks,
SkagitValley

-
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"Valentines— the

I most complete selection
F
on the hill."

SWI!

Seattle's Famous Continental

MAISON BLANC

Squas Snare Opener

I

The .cquas defeated the Warriors 19-12, in the first women's intramural basketball game 5
last Thursday in the gym.

JOTS
When your hair
isn't becoming

$ to you

KAUFER

|should be

CATHOLIC GIFT

1904 FOURTH AYE.

you

; coming to us!

CO.
HEADQUARTERS
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3 EXPERT
BARBERS
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Hair Cuts $1.50

H-;

c5

Ul06 BROADWAY p j

If thoughts of financial planning
leave you feeling this way, you
should do somethingabout it now.
You may be surprised how little
money you need to begin your
lifetime financial program. Lifa
Insurance is the perfect foundation because it offers protection
and savings features.
See your Provident Mutual
campus representative for more
Information now— while you can
gain by lowerpremiums.

MIKE BUCKLEY

1101 E. Spring

EA 3-4968

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

ifSaMJ*

——

Special Banquet Prices
$3.75
Complete Dinners
Daily Specials
95c
CONTINENTAL CUISINE

<ff4rathhskeller y*
_J>2* ~**~^[
Unique German Rathskeller
310 Marion

MA 3-3500
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Chiefs Avenge Previous Gael Loss, 85-67
Hits

Ogorek
32
InS.U.'s1OthWin

U. W. Wins Initial Volleyball Blue Banjo Upsets
Trees
Tourney; Meet Successful
Two Year Win Streak Falls

The U. of W. captured the nized varsity sport. The meet
iirst interscholastic volleyball was successful. If there is suftournament ever to be held at ; ficient interest, another tourney
S.U., last Saturday in the gym. will be held next quarter.
First match— U. of W. deThe schools participatingwere
the University of British Co- feated U.B.C. two games to one;
15-8, 15-12.
lumbia, U. of W., and S.U.
— U.B.C. deSecond match
The S.U. squad was composed
of a combinationof intramural ifeated S.U. two games to one;
10-15, 15-12, 15-9.
players.
Third match— U. of W. deMr. Tom Page, S.U.s team
coach, said it was the first step [feated S.U. in two games; 15-5,
toward volleyball as an orga-1 15-11.

The S.U. Chieftains staged a
successful Homecoming Show
for the old grads as they defeatThe Trees lost their first clip.
Here is how the action went ed the St. Mary's Gaels 85-67
intramural basketball game in
two years to the Blue Banjo last week: Mafia defeated Goin- Saturday night at the Civic
last Monday, 41-39. Tony Zim- kers, 43-30. Lloyd Burgart was Auditorium. The Chiefs, in
merman's30-foot push shot with high-point man with 18 points. j avenging an earlier defeat to the
8 seconds left, provided the win- Xavier crushed Wondermen, 58- Gaels in the WCAC tournament,
ning margin. The high point 35. High for Xavier was Steve led throughout the entire conman was Al Cook who scored 19 Wandzilak with 16 digits. Htuos test as their fast break worked
points and grabbed over half Edis pummeled LMOC, 59-30, to perfectionagainst the usually
paced by Frank Michaels' 13 tight Gael defense.
the teams rebounds.
points.
Michaels High Scorer
Go, (jlo, Go
Monday: IGP's trim Mafia,
Frank Michaels of Htuos Edis
"go, go, go" Chieftains
The
Top
34-28.
scorers
we're
Chuck
currently leads the intramural
pulled out to an early 25-16 lead
loop in scoring at a 12.5-point Creevan and Jim Hatzenbihler
with 12 points. ARC IV defeatedj and increased it to a 41-28 bulge
Menehenes44-37. Leadingscorer at halftime.
was Carl Spitznagel with 18
The Gaels, in the second half,
points. ROTC downed the Won- | tried to run with the Chieftains
dermen 45-28. Htuos Edis nipped but quickly found themselves
Xavier38-35. Michaels was again with as much as a 26 point deficit.
high with 12 points.
The outstanding defense work
done by S.U. guards, Don Stautz
Sailing
S.U.
and Tommy Shaules. held'
Conducts Classes the two St. Mary's guards to
seven points. St. Mary's hit on
By Jerry Evans
|only 26 out of 79 shots for a.
With the first of the West ! cold 33 per cent. The Chiefs
Coast's boat shows already his- connected on 34 of 72 shots for
tory, and spring on its way, ■ a fine 48 per cent shooting aveSeattle, sport boating center de- rage from the floor.
luxe, turns out in full force.
Don Ogorek was high far both
S.U., not to be outdone in ' teams with 32 points, with Dave
either the spirit or participation Mills hitting 18 points on jumpin boating, has started a new shots from the outside. Jim
program, inviting to the sailing Coleman added 14 tallies.
enthusiast.
S.U. also led in the rebound
department, grabbing 58 to 32
SailingLessons
S.U.s sailing club has started for St. Mary's. Ogorek and Mills
this year's boating season with doing the bulk of the rebound
a progressive series of sailing work took more rebounds belessons copied after the pro- tween them than the entire St.
grams enlisted by the Seattle Mary's team.
Yacht Club. The course is complete, including: boat safety, Ogorek Pickedfor
nomenclature, crewing, skipper-1
Olympic
Tryouts
ing and race participation.
Ogorek
Don
received
a nomiA second series of instructions|
National
nation
from
the
C«lalready
operation
is
in
The
members pay a small six j Ic^iutc Athletic Association to
compete on an All-Star team for
months' fee for these lectures. j
S.U. has also beguna rigorous j j the Olympic Tryouts, the Asclassroom teaching program. sociated Press announced TuesThis program is in cooperation
Tryouts for the 16-man squad
with the Seattle Yacht Club and j
the U. of W. Sailing Club. It in- ! will be held in Denver starting
cludes movies, lectures by ex- March 31. Reaves Peters, Biff
perienced sailors, and general Eight commissioner, will head
the committeeto selectthe team.
class discussion.
Washington's BillHanson was
There is another series which
.ipiHiß
involves a pupil-instructor sail- another All-Star nominee.
ing team. In this series, each The other Far West players
member pairs with an instructor nominated wore:
and executes exercises in maneu- fornia;
Darrall Imhoff and Bill McCHntocJt. CaliTom Meschery. St. Mary's; Leroy
ver and running procedure.
Wright. College of Pacific: Frank Sobrero.
John Arrillaga, Stanford; John
Further information on local Santa Clara;
Werhas and John Hudometkin. Southern
boating can be obtained from California; Sterling Forbes and Bobby Sims,
Ken Miller and John Berberich,
SeattleSeafair Headquarters,or Pepperdine;
U. C. L. A.; Leo Hill. Los Angeles State;
Goodwin,
by calling EAst 5-7877, S.U. Myerl
Idaho State; Chuck Rask,
Oregon; Joe King. Idaho; Bill Garner, PortSailing Club.
land; Frank Burgess, Gonzaga.

'

Dr. Johnson turns another elegant phrase:

Club
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Sir, if it hasn't got it there,
it hasn't got it!
OldDr.Sam hasdone itagain— brought
his dictionary up to date in terms of
modern Winston usage.
WinBton(\vin'ston),n.A cigarette with
Filter-Blend on one end and a wise man
on the other.
Taste (tast), n.What decorators argue
about and Winston smokers enjoy.
Filter.Blend(ffl'ter-blcnd),n.Ahappy
marriage of art and science. Light, mild,
flavorful tobaccos are artfully selected,
then scientifically processed for filter
smoking.

Slogan (slogan), n. (e.g., Winston
tastes good like a cigarette should). A
statement of disputed grammarbut unquestioned fact.
Front (frunt), n. (used in conjunction
with the preposition "up"). The section
of a filter cigarette where if it hasn't
got it, it hasn't got it. Also, the section
"here exclusive
lhal counts' lhe
Filter-Blend is to be found,
Boswell (boVwel). Nickname for a
guy who is always hanging around to
cadge Winstons from you.

se^i°»

.

"There is nothing which has yet been contrived by man
by which so much happiness is produced ."

.

Boswell'sLife of Dr. Johnson, Vol.1, Page620
R.J. REYNOLDSTOBACCO CO.. WINSTON-SALEM. N.C.

GIL'S HAMBURGERS

1001 E. PINE
Gil's first in Seattle with 19c Hamburgers
24c Cheeseburgers
BEVERAGES PIZZA FISH & FRIES
And Now Featuring Colonel Sanders' Recipe

-

-

Kentucky Fried Chicken
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty

Dry CleaningMachine

MASTER CLEANERS

... the Amazing

KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY

First in Seattle
1209 MADISON

PERMAC

MAin 4-6636
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Front Page:
N. Y. Herald Trib

P. E. Majors
Poll Pooh Poohs Pokey Peripatetics; In
First Meet
Cross-Campus Courier Sets Record
cigarettes."

to have my two
"I
By Jim Harnish
The S.U. Spectator's first, and don't need ten minutes to get
probably last, survey to deter- from class to class," Judy Lawmine whether ten minutes be- ler interjected.
tween classes is absolutely necWhich all brings us back to
essary, began Tuesday at 12:31
point of our poll. Do you
the
p.m. and ended at 12 :33 p.m.
students
realize exactly how
day.
Picking
same
students
the
at random in the gatheringplace long, both in length and time,
of fine
for connoisseurs
it takes a 5' 8" male student,
—
(well the Chieftain), we made with a 30" step, to walk (not
a vain attempt to bring out the run or skip) from LA 322 to
inner feelings of the people most Pigott 405, or vice versa?
affected by this topic.
According to figures and staThe "Gulp"Poll
tistics compiled by this reporter,
This survey, known as the after minutes of investigation,
Poll," was inspired by it was found there are 201 paces
"Gulp
I
people who supposedly had the and 66 stairs for the student to
intellectual betterment of the traverse from class to class.
students foremost in mind. But, This, translated into the stanas our survey shows, the ten- dard measure of U.S. time,
minute break is actually neces- would be 2 minutes and 22 secsary for the advancement of onds of continuous walking.
campus intellectual life.
Useless Waste
As William B. Seubert, sopho- No matter what the general
more poet, states, "The ten-min- concensus may be, the facts
The S.U. Spectator appears ute break gives a student time clearly (and without a doubt)
this week as a carbon copy of to digest the thought content of show — Ten minutes between
the New York Herald Tribune. his previous class and it gives class is a useless waste of the
to clear his mind students' valuable time.
The Tribune, founded in 1841 him a chance class."
Freshman
for
his
next
You have seen the facts and
by Horace Greeley, was responJoan Bastasch agrees with Seu- results of our "Gulp Poll," but,
sible for the slogan, "Go west, bert's comment, adding, "It as you may know, these polls
young man; go west!"
takes up the strain from the are not always correct. So stuThis week's front page typi- former class."
dents, consider the matter, conDifferent Views
template the facts, look at both
fies the paper that has won a
whole string of Ayer Cup Taking a different view, Gail sides of the question. After
Awards for the best newspaper Delworth, Homecoming co- taking ample time to— consider
typographical makeup in the chairman, strongly urged, "I it, make your decision like beUnited States. Quick, interest- need ten minutes between class tweenyour 9 and 10 a.m. classes.
rousing patterns of headlines,
body type and the outstanding
picture of the day are the Tribune's particular assets.

.. .

New York Times
Comes Out Next

The first meetingof the PhysicalEducation Majors Club took
place last Tuesday in the ChiefThe New York Times, one
Dodeward,
Officers
of
the world's most respected
tain.
Hal
president;John Kootnekoff, newspapers, will be imitated
vice- president; Tim Cousins, next week by The Spectator. Besecretary; and Maureen Driscoll, cause of its policy to print doctreasurer, were announced.
uments and speeches completely,
Forthcoming plans will be dis- TheTimeshas wonmany awards,
"
cussed at the next meetingTues- among them Pulitzer Prizes
day, Feb. 9, at 12:30, in the and has been called the newspaper of record.
Chieftain.

—

fßPOn Campus A"
I>^ y/ (Author of "I Was a Teen-age Divarf","The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

N. Y.Herald Trib,

Founded in 1841,

Copied by 'Spec'

Bavarian Baroness to Lecture
22
In Pigott Auditorium, Feb.
Baorganizations

Career Series
in
Baroness von Guttenberg, di- charitable
S.U., Feb.
at
varia,
speak
will
Lecture Tuesday rector of all Catholic women's 22, 7:30 p.m., in Pigott Auditorium.
On Social Studies
Dan Zimsen, Sodality prefect,
The second in a series of four

lectures on possible careers, arranged by AWS, will be presented Tuesday from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. in the Chieftain

Lounge.

The topic for the evening concerns the psychologist at work.
Featured speakers will beMiss
Mary den Ouden, psychiatric social worker and Dr. Helen Shimota, former S.U. instructor,

now in psychology work. They
will speak on "Woman's Place in
the Social Sciences."
Dawn Macauley and Ann
O'Sullivan, co-chairmen of the
lecture series, said the speakers
will hold a discussion of opportunities open to women in
the fields of sociology and psychology.

VIRGIN DIAMONDS
Precision-Cut for Maximum Brilliance

For ENGAGEMENT RINGS

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO SEATTLE U STUDENTS

THE BROTHERS OF

..
Teaching Brothers
HOLY CROSS

Need More

Baroness von Guttenberg

said the Sodality will co-sponsor
the talk with the Cultural Committee.
The Baroness, who was active
in an anti-Nazi underground
group during World War 11, is
the only woman to have received
the papal honor of being made
a Lady of the Holy Sepulcher.
Her talk here will be "Spiritual Forces in Today's World."
The Baroness, well accustomed
to speaking before college audiences, is convinced that a divorce between spirituality and
politics is an impossiblitiy.

Many More

High School and
University Levels

FRANK KIEFNER
-

JEWELERS

Diamonds Watches " Silverware
Conveniently Located in Our Own New Building
Out of the High Rent District

512 Broadway No.

EAst 4-4410

Serving S.U. More than 10 Years

For information contact:

Director of Vocations

1 BROTHER GILBERT BURKE, C.S.C.
NOTRE DAME HIGH SCHOOL
13685 Riverside Dr., Sherman Oaks, Cal.

LUIGI'S PIZZA
SPECIALIST IN ITALIAN FOOD

orders to go

COMMITTEES: ANAGONIZING REAPPRAISAL
To those of you who stay out of your student government
becauseyou believe the committee system is just an excuse for
inaction, let me cite an example to prove that a committee,
properly led and directed, can be a great force for good.
Last week the StudentCouncil met at the DuluthCollege of
Veterinary Medicine and Belles-Lettres to discuss purchasing a
new doormat for the students union. It was, Iassure you, a
desperateproblem because Sherwin K. Sigafoos, janitor of the
students union, threatened flatly to quit unless a new doormat
was installed immediately. "I'm sick and tired of mopping
that dirty old floor," said Mr. Sigafoos, sobbing convulsively.
(Mr. Sigafoos,oncea jollyoutgoingsort,has been cryingalmost
steadilysince the recent deathof his pet wart hog whohad been
his constant companion for 22 years. Actually, Mr. Sigafoos is
much betteroff withoutthe warthog, who tuskedhimviciously
supat least oncea day, but a companionship of 22 years is, I
pose, not lightly relinquished. The college tried to give Mr.
Sigafoos a new wart hog— a frisky little fellow with floppy ears
and a waggly tail— but Mr. Sigafoos only turned his back and
cried the harder.)

But Idigress. The Student Council met, discussed the door-

mat for eight or ten hours, and then referred it to a committee.

There weresome who scoffed then and said nothing would ever
be heard of the doormat again, but they reckoned without
Invictus Millstone.
Invictus Millstone, chairman of the doormat committee, was
a man of action— lithe and lean and keen and, naturally, a
smoker of Marlboro Cigarettes. Why do Isay "naturally"?
Because, dear friends,activemen and active womendon't have
time to fuss and fumble and experiment with cigarettes. They
need to be sure their cigarettes will never fail them— that the
flavor will always be mild and mellow— that the filter will
always filter— that the pack will always be soft or flip-top. In
short, they need to be sure it's Marlboro— dependable, constant, tried and true Marlboro. Smoke one. You'llsee.
Well sir, Invictus Millstone chaired his doormatcommittee
with such vigor and dispatch that, when the Student Council
met only one week later, he was able to rise and deliver the
following recommendations:
1. That the college build new schools of botany, hydraulic
engineering,tropical medicine, Indo-Germanic languages,and
millinery.
2. That the college drop football, put a roof on the stadium,
and turn it into a low-costhousing project for marriedstudents.
3. That the college raise faculty salaries by $5000 per year
across the board.
4. That the college secede from the United States.
5. That the question of a doormat for the students union be
referred to a subcommittee.

So let us hear no more defeatist talk about the committee

system. It can be made to work!

♥

718 PIKE STREET

MA 4-6313

* *
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Youdon't need a committeeto tellyou howgoodMarlboro*
are. You just need yourself, a Marlboro, and a match .Or
if you likemildness but you don't like filters, try Marlboro'*
titter cigarette Philip Morris.
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